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ABSTRACT

A continuous-flow adsorption/desorption process for the recovery of phenolic compounds (PCs) from olive mill wastewaters (OMWs) was developed in a 0.53 m packed column, using a previously selected resin (Amberlite XAD16) and an actual OMW. The goals of the study were (i) to optimize the OMW pretreatment step, (ii) to optimize the resin packing procedure, (iii) to evaluate the PC adsorption/desorption performances of XAD16 by means of adsorption isotherms and adsorption/desorption breakthrough tests, and (iv) to develop a reliable model of the process. A combination of centrifugation and microfiltration resulted necessary to attain a high suspended solid removal (98.5%) and thus avoid clogging of the packed bed. The quality of two packing procedures was evaluated by means of frontal analysis tests. XAD16 performed well in terms of both adsorption yield at 20% breakthrough (87-88%) and PC/COD selectivity (PC/COD adsorption constant = 7-9). The desorption solvent (acidified ethanol) was effectively regenerated by vacuum distillation. The adsorption breakthrough curves were successfully simulated with a 1-D convection/dispersion model with mass-transfer ($R^2 = 0.95-0.99; \ k_{L}a = 0.8-2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ l/s), whereas an equilibrium adsorption model with dispersion failed to predict the experimental data. In the perspective of a process scale-up, the simulation of the best-performing operational condition was used to evaluate the process performances for different column lengths (0.5-10 m). A precise and automated HPLC method for total PC measurement was developed and compared to the traditional Foulin-Ciocalteu methodology. Further research is needed to optimize the desorption step, to scale up the process and to evaluate the long-term resin performances.
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1. Introduction

The beneficial health properties of olive oil are well known because of its high content in phenolic compounds (PCs). Recent studies showed the antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial potential of PCs [1]. Olive oil can be obtained by means of two different processes. The first one is a two-phase procedure, in which oil is separated from the solid mass of olive milling, giving as products olive oil and a pasty residue very difficult to handle. The second process is a three-phase system, in which water is added to enhance oil separation and recovery. In this way, oil and vegetation waters are separated from the solid phase, then olive oil is separated from olive mill wastewater (OMW) by decantation. OMW is easier to treat than the residue of the two-phase process, and it has a higher PC content [2]. PCs distribute between olive oil and OMW, but the latter contain about 95% of the PC content in the original olives, as a result of the high solubility of PCs in water [2,3].

Given the high production of olive oil (3.3 · 10^6 t/y worldwide in the 2013/14 season; [4]) and the high OMW/olive oil ratio (7-8 m^3 OMW/olive oil), OMW production is extremely large: 2.3-2.6·10^7 m^3 OMW/y are produced in Mediterranean countries, where 98% of the world olive oil production is concentrated [4]. OMWs represent a major environmental concern due to their high COD content (20-60 g/L), high toxicity and bad smell. The high PC content (0.1-18 g/L) inhibits seed germination and plant growth and changes the physicochemical and biological soil properties [2,5-8]. For these reasons, although OMWs have traditionally been discharged directly in the olive tree fields, most countries have recently banned this practice, thus imposing OMW treatment. Furthermore, PCs inhibit aerobic and anaerobic biological processes that can be applied to turn OMWs into irrigation waters through the removal of their COD [9].

On the other hand, PCs have highly beneficial properties, and in particular the antioxidant properties of oleuropein, tyrosol and hydroxytyrosol are very interesting. Hydroxytyrosol, the most abundant PC in OMWs, has particularly high antioxidant, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and anti-angiogenic activities [1,2,6,10-13]. Thus, hydroxytyrosol is one of the most valuable and expensive PCs, with a high demand in the pharmaceutical, food and cosmetics fields [11].

Several methodologies for PC recovery from OMW were proposed, including solvent extraction, membrane separation, centrifugation and chromatographic procedures. Solvent extraction is the most commonly employed technique to extract PCs from OMWs: acidic ethyl acetate is the most effective solvent, but supercritical fluids and acidified ethanol were successfully used [2,11,14-16]. Interesting results were obtained by enhancing solvent extraction with ultrasounds [17]. Different combinations of membrane separation processes, such as ultrafiltration, microfiltration, reverse osmosis and membrane distillation have been proposed either as a pretreatment step before further unit operations, or as a complete PC removal process [18-21]. Cloud Point Extraction (CPE) was also investigated for PC recovery from OMW, using surfactants such as Genapol X-080, Triton X-100 and PEG-8000 [22,23].

Adsorption represents an interesting alternative for the recovery of PCs from OMW. Several studies conducted in small-scale batch conditions focused on the comparison of the PC sorption isotherms and efficiencies of different resins [6,24-31]. However, a limited number of studies focused on the development of continuous-flow processes for the adsorption/desorption of PC mixtures [32-38]. Of these studies, only one was performed with actual OMW [32], while the others were aimed at the recovery of PCs from other natural sources or from synthetic mixtures. Furthermore, the modeling of the continuous-flow adsorption/desorption process was generally neglected in the above-mentioned studies. Indeed, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only study that focused on the modeling of PC dynamic adsorption/desorption was not referred to OMW
PCs [35], whereas a few other works modeled the adsorption of phenol from a synthetic solution of phenol in water [e.g., 39-41]. Therefore, further work is needed with regard to the application of general adsorption optimization criteria to the specific case of PC separation from OMW and to the modeling of OMW PC adsorption/desorption, a crucial step towards the development of an industrial-scale process.

The goal of this work was to perform the preliminary development and modeling of a continuous-flow process of PC separation from a real OMW via adsorption/desorption using a column packed with a non-ionic styrene-divinylbenzene resin (Amberlite XAD16). PC separation represents the first step of a wider OMW valorization process, in which dephenolized OMW feeds a polyhydroxyalkanoate production step, whose effluent is sent to anaerobic digestion [42]. The resin and the desorption solvent used in this study were selected in the framework of previous works conducted by the same research group [6,24,25]. In those works, five resins with different physical properties (Amberlite XAD4, XAD7, XAD16, IRA96 and Isolute ENV+) were compared by means of batch tests for their adsorption and desorption capacities towards (i) an aqueous solution of ten target phenolic compounds typically occurring in OMWs [24], and (ii) the PCs contained in two real OMWs [6]. The overall evaluation of the adsorption and desorption performances led to the selection of Amberlite XAD16 as the adsorbent, and of ethanol acidified with HCl 0.5 ml/100 mL as the desorbing agent. Furthermore, Scoma et al. [25] showed that the process was characterized by nearly constant performances during 10 consecutive batch adsorption and desorption cycles performed with the same resin and with the same ethanol, regenerated by distillation. This work had the following specific goals: (i) to develop an OMW pretreatment aimed at removing the suspended solids before feeding the OMW to a continuous flow adsorption column filled with the selected resin; (ii) to develop a suitable packing method for the selected resin; (iii) to evaluate the PC adsorption/desorption performances attainable by means of a continuous-flow process performed in a 0.525 m column at two superficial velocities; (iv) to perform a preliminary modeling and optimization of the adsorption process; and (v) to compare the Foulin-Ciocalteu analytical method, typically utilized in the literature to determine total PCs, with a more precise and less time-consuming HPLC method. The main novel element of this study lies in the development, modeling and preliminary optimization of a continuous flow adsorption/desorption process aimed at OMW PC separation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 OMW, resin and chemicals

The OMW used in this study, labeled “Imperia 2012”, was provided by an olive mill located near Imperia, in the North-West of Italy. The main characteristics of the tested OMW are reported in Table 1.

The adsorption solid phase is the non-ionic styrene-divinylbenzene resin Amberlite XAD 16 (DOW Chemicals Europe GmbH, Horgen, Switzerland). Its main characteristics are described in the Table 2. The resin was activated as follows: i) resin soaking with acidified ethanol (0.5% HCl 0.1N), ii) overnight drying at 105°C, iii) second resin soaking with acidified ethanol, iv) washing with demineralized water (twice) [25]. Finally, the activation solvent was removed by siring aspiration and a mass of activated and hydrated resin (28.3% w/w resin, 71.7% w/w water) was obtained.

The desorption-regeneration solvent, the HPLC mobile phase components, gallic acid, the Foulin-Ciocaletu reagent, sodium carbonate, sodium chlorate, sulfuric acid and the solvents for
resin activation were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Milan, Italy). The COD Test Tubes were acquired from Aqualytic (Dortmund, Germany).

2.2 Analytical methods

Total Phenols. Two different approaches were applied and compared to measure total PCs: the conventional colorimetric test developed by Folin and Ciocalte[43] and an in-house developed HPLC method. In the Foulín-Ciocalteu (FC) method, 25 mL flasks, carefully cleaned with sulfuric acid 25% and washed with de-ionized (DI) water, were filled with 12.5 mL of DI water, 125 µL of sample (diluted as required, to avoid absorbance signal saturation) and 1.25 mL of FC reagent. After 2 minutes, the reaction was quenched by adding 3.75 mL of sodium carbonate (20% w/v). Finally, the flasks were diluted to the volume mark, and left at 75°C for two hours. Then, the absorbance was read at 765 nm with a Cary 100Scan UV spectrophotometer (Agilent, Santa Clara, California), using as reference a dephenolized OMW obtained by repeated adsorptions with the Amberlite XAD16 resin until the attainment of a final PC content < 1% of the original PC level in the OMW, and then treated with FC reactants. The method was calibrated with acid gallic as external standard.

For the HPLC method, a Jasco 880 pump, a Jasco 875-UV Intelligent UV/vis detector (Easton, Maryland) set at 264 nm and a C18 Kinetex 2.6 µm 100A Phenomenex column were utilized. The flow was set at 1.0 mL/min. The following mobile phase gradient was applied: 0-4 minutes, 100% phase A (HPLC water with 0.1 with orthophosphoric acid); 4-6 minutes, 70% phase A and 30% phase B (acetonitrile); 6-15 minutes 70% phase A and 30% phase B. The mobile phase gradient was designed to merge all the phenolic peaks into a single broad peak. This approach makes the analysis faster and the method more sensitive, but it prevents the identification of the single compounds. An internal standard (gallic acid 50 mg/L) was added in each HPLC analysis.

Total Solids. 20 mL of OMW were dried overnight at 105°C in a porcelain crucible, cooled in a desiccator and weighted using a 4-digit analytical balance. The procedure was applied in triplicate. Suspended Solids. 20 mL of OMW were filtered with a 0.45 µm ALBET cellulose nitrate membrane filter and placed in a Whatman vacuum filtration system. The filter was dried at 105°C for two hours, cooled in a desiccator and weighted. The procedure was applied in triplicate. Dissolved solids were calculated as the difference between total and suspended solids.

COD was measured spectrophotometrically using the Aqualytic COD Vario Tubes (range: 0-1500 mgO2/L). Each tube contained potassium permanganate in an acid medium, to which 2 mL of diluted sample were added. The tubes were then left at 150°C for 2 hours in a ECO16 Velp Scientifica thermoreactor (Monza, Italy). After cooling the tubes for 30 minutes, the absorbance of each sample was measured at 610 nm.

Total Carbohydrates were measured by means of a colorimetric method. 500 µL of diluted sample (or DI water for the blanks) were mixed with 500 µL of a 5% phenol solution in DI water, in 5 mL pyrex tubes. After vigorous agitation, 2.5 mL of 95.5% sulfuric acid were added and a second agitation was applied. After 30 minutes, the absorbance at 488 nm was measured. The calibration curve was made with glucose as standard. All measurements were done in duplicate.

Density and pH. A 100 mL ITI Tooling pycnometer was used for OMW density estimation, whereas pH was measured with an EUTECH Instruments pH 2700 Series pH-meter (Thermoscientific, Walthman, Massachusetts).
2.3 Adsorption isotherms

The adsorption isotherms of the total PCs contained in the tested OMW were studied both at 21 and 30°C, the two operational temperatures of the PC adsorption experiments described in Section 2.7. Different amounts (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 g) of dry resin were introduced into 50 mL glass vials. Two vials were set up for each amount of resin. The resin activation procedure (Section 2.1) was performed inside each vial. After adding 20 mL of OMW, the vials were placed in a rotary shaker (140 rpm, 21 or 30°C) for 2 h. Preliminary adsorption tests characterized by OMW samplings every 15 minutes showed that liquid-solid equilibrium was attained after about 1 hour. The equilibrium PC concentration in the liquid phase was evaluated with the HPLC method. The equilibrium concentration in the solid phase \( C_{S,PC,eq} \) was then calculated as:

\[
C_{S,PC,eq} = (C_{L,PC,0} \cdot V_{L,added} - C_{L,PC,eq} \cdot V_{L,final})/m_s
\]

where \( m_s \) is the dry resin mass, \( C_{L,PC,0} \) and \( C_{L,PC,eq} \) are the initial and final PC concentrations in the liquid, whereas \( V_{L,added} \) and \( V_{L,final} \) are respectively the OMW volume added to the solid and the final liquid volume resulting form the sum of the added OMW and the water initially contained in the activated resin. The 95% confidence intervals associated to \( C_{S,PC,eq} \) were calculated using standard error propagation rules, on the basis of the 95% confidence intervals associated to the experimental measurements of \( C_{L,PC} \), \( V_L \) and \( m_s \).

2.4 OMW pre-treatment

To avoid a gradual pressure drop increase in the adsorption column and eventually the complete clogging of the inlet section, a suitable OMW pre-treatment aimed at suspended solids removal must be performed. For this reason, an OMW 3-step pre-treatment was set up. The first step consisted in centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 30 minutes, using a ThermoScientific SC16R centrifuge (Walthman, Massachusetts). The second and third step consisted in a continuous in-line microfiltration performed respectively with 25 µm and 11 µm GE Healthcare Life Science Whatman filters, placed in plastic filter holders. Filtration was performed at a 1 m/h superficial velocity.

2.5 Adsorption column packing

The semicontinuous adsorption / desorption tests were performed in a glass column (length 0.525 m, inner diameter 0.020 m). After placing a 10-mm layer of quartz sand at the bottom of the column, the latter was filled with activated XAD16 resin using the Dynamic Axial Compression (DAC) technique, by applying two alternative procedures. The first procedure was based on the use of a slurry prepared by mixing equal volumes of activated resin and of a 10% solution of acidified ethanol (HCl 0.1 N 0.5%) in water [44]. The slurry resin was then divided into 4 aliquots. After pouring each aliquot, the column was filled with acidified ethanol and the solvent was extracted and recirculated downwards with a Masterflex L/S 0.1HP 1-100 RPM pump (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hill, Illinois) until the stable settling of the resin. Then, a further aliquot was fed and the procedure was repeated. The second procedure was based on the use of two activated resin slurries, prepared with DI water (100 g\text{dry resin}/L DI water and 600 g\text{dry resin}/L DI water, respectively). Each slurry was sonicated for 5 minutes in order to remove the air trapped in the resin beads. Initially, 150 mL of the first slurry were poured on the sand layer and left to natural settling for one hour. Then, after recirculating DI water downwards until the stable settling of the resin, 25 mL of the second slurry were added in three steps, and a further DI water recirculation was applied. As a final
step in both column packing procedures, a further 10-mm quartz sand layer was placed at the top of the resin and the column was flushed downwards overnight with DI water.

### 2.6 Fluid dynamic tests

To evaluate the packing quality and the fluid dynamic behavior of the packed bed, a frontal analysis experimental test was carried out after each packing procedure. A 0.04 M NaCl solution was fed from the top of the column at a superficial velocity of 1.22 m/h. At the column outlet, the electrical conductivity (EC) was measured with an EUTECH Instruments 2700 series conductimeter.

The packing quality was evaluated by means of two approaches based on the analysis of the retention times distribution curve (RTD) obtained by calculating point by point the derivative of the sigmoidal experimental curve of normalized EC versus time provided by the fluid-dynamic test [45]. The first approach is based on the Theoretical Plate Model: the number of theoretical plates \( N_{tp} \) can be evaluated as:

\[
N_{tp} = 5.54 \cdot \left( t_{R} / w_{1/2} \right)^2
\]

where \( t_R \) indicates the retention time of the RTD curve and \( w_{1/2} \) its width at half-height. The height equivalent to a theoretical plate (HETP) can then be calculated as \( L/N_{tp} \), where \( L \) indicates the column length. A high-quality column packing is characterized by a value of \( \text{HETP} / d_p < 3 \), where \( d_p \) indicates the average size of the packing particles [46]. The second approach is based on the asymmetry factor \( (A) \), defined as the ratio between the leading and tailing semi-width of the peak at 10% of the peak height, and representing the peak deviation from a Gaussian curve. Its value should be as close as possible to 1 [46].

The frontal analysis data were also utilized to estimate the effective porosity (\( \varepsilon \)) and longitudinal dispersivity (\( \alpha_L \)) of the resin packed bed. The former parameter was evaluated directly from the RTD curve according to the procedure proposed by Levenspiel [45], whereas the latter was estimated by best-fit of the experimental outlet concentrations with a 1-D convection-dispersion model:

\[
\delta_i \cdot \frac{\partial c_{Li}}{\partial t} = -v_{int} \cdot \frac{\partial c_{Li}}{\partial z} + D_{eq} \cdot \frac{\partial^2 c_{Li}}{\partial z^2}
\]

In Eq. (3) the retardation factor \( \delta_i \), equal to \( 1 + K_{eq,i} / \rho_i / \varepsilon \), was set to 1 due to the absence of NaCl adsorption, the interstitial velocity \( v_{int} \) was calculated as \( Q / (S_t \cdot \varepsilon_{\text{resin}}) \) for the resin bed (10 mm < \( z < 515 \) mm) or \( Q / (S_i \cdot \varepsilon_{\text{sand}}) \) for the two sand layers (\( z < 10 \) mm and \( 515 \) mm < \( z < 525 \) mm), and the equivalent diffusion coefficient \( D_{eq} \) was approximately expressed as \( \alpha_{L, \text{resin}} \cdot v_{int, \text{resin}} \) or \( \alpha_{L, \text{sand}} \cdot v_{int, \text{sand}} \) [47]. The integration of Eq. (3) was performed with the time-dependent convection/diffusion module of the finite element PDE solver Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a, using as input values the estimates of \( \varepsilon_{\text{sand}} \) and \( \alpha_{L, \text{sand}} \) obtained in preliminary tests and the value of \( \varepsilon_{\text{resin}} \) estimated as described above. As for \( \alpha_{L, \text{resin}} \), its best-fit value and the 95% confidence interval were determined by applying the Gauss-Newton method, following the procedure illustrated by Englezos and Kalogerakis [48] and later adapted to convection-dispersion problems by Zama et al. [49]. In particular, the integration of Eq. (3) was repeated for different values of \( \alpha_L \), until the minimization of the sum of the squared residuals between experimental and calculated values at the column outlet. As a convergence criterion, the Gauss-Newton algorithm was stopped when the relative variation in \( \alpha_{L, \text{resin}} \) resulted < 10\(^{-3}\). This procedure was implemented by means of a dedicated MATLAB code.
2.7 Adsorption process: breakthrough tests and simulations

After packing the column with the second procedure, two adsorption breakthrough tests were performed with the experimental OMW: the first one (bt 1) was performed at 21°C and at a 0.48 m/h superficial velocity, whereas the second one (bt 2) was conducted at 30°C and 1.44 m/h. The pre-treated OMW was fed downwards with a Masterflex L/S 0.1 HP 1-100 RPM peristaltic pump. Both pressure drop and temperature were measured hourly. The total PC concentration was measured with the HPLC method in OMW samples taken every hour from the column exit and every 3 hours from the inlet, whereas COD was measured in selected samples at the column inlet and outlet. The average PC concentration and COD values at the inlet were used to normalize the corresponding outlet values. Continuous-flow denpholization processes are typically stopped in correspondence with the attainment of a relatively low PCs level at the column outlet, the break-point (e.g., \( \frac{C_{\text{OUT}}}{C_{\text{IN}}} = 0.10-0.20 \)). However, the experimental tests were continued up to outlet normalized PC concentrations varying between 0.56 (bt 1) and 0.65 (bt 2), in order to increase the extension of the experimental breakthrough curve, and thus the reliability of the subsequent model simulations. The above-reported normalized concentrations correspond for both tests to a total feeding time equal to 25 hydraulic residence times (HRT, calculated as \( V_{\text{resin}} \cdot \varepsilon_{\text{resin}} / Q + V_{\text{sand}} \cdot \varepsilon_{\text{sand}} / Q \)).

The experimental normalized PC and COD breakthrough curves were interpreted by means of two types of 1-D convection-dispersion models, in order to study the key controlling phenomena, to evaluate the process efficiency and to set up the basis for a model-based optimization and scale-up of the process. A first set of simulations was performed under the hypothesis of local adsorption equilibrium and linear adsorption isotherm (on the basis of the results of the PC isotherm studies). In these simulations, the normalized PC and COD concentrations were interpreted with Eq. (3), with the retardation factors \( \varepsilon_{\text{PC}} \) or \( \varepsilon_{\text{COD}} \) expressed as \( (1 + K_{eq,PC} \cdot \rho_b / \varepsilon_{\text{resin}}) \) or \( (1 + K_{eq,COD} \cdot \rho_b / \varepsilon_{\text{resin}}) \) for the resin layer \( (10 \text{ mm} < z < 515 \text{ mm}) \) and set to 1 for the two sand layers. The bulk density \( \rho_b \) was calculated as the mass of dry resin introduced during the packing process divided by the volume of the column portion occupied by resin. Using the estimates of \( \varepsilon_{\text{resin}} \) and \( \alpha_{L,\text{resin}} \) obtained from the fluid-dynamic test as input values, the equilibrium constants \( K_{eq,PC} \) and \( K_{eq,COD} \) relative to each breakthrough test were estimated by best-fit on the corresponding experimental concentrations following the Gauss-Newton method described in Section 2.6. As a convergence criterion, the algorithm was stopped when the average parameter variation resulted < 10\(^{-3}\).

In a second set of simulations, conducted under the hypothesis of not negligible mass-transfer resistance and linear isotherm, the normalized outlet PC and COD were interpreted with the following equation:

\[
\frac{\partial C_{L,i}}{\partial t} = -v_{\text{int}} \cdot \frac{\partial C_{L,i}}{\partial z} + D_{eq} \cdot \frac{\partial^2 C_{L,i}}{\partial z^2} - k_L a \cdot \left( C_{L,i} - \frac{C_{S,i}}{K_{eq,i}} \right)
\]

where \( C_{L,i} \) indicates the PC or COD liquid phase concentration, \( C_{S,i} \) the corresponding solid-phase concentration \( (g/g_{\text{dry resin}}) \) and \( k_L a \) the mass-transfer coefficient. In this model internal and external mass transfer phenomena are expressed by means of an overall volumetric coefficient and an overall driving force [50]. The same \( k_L a \) value was assumed to be valid for PCs and COD. The presence of a solid-phase concentration independent of the liquid-phase concentration requires the addition of the mass-balance relative to \( C_{S,i} \), characterized by the absence of any convection or dispersion:

\[
\frac{\rho_b \cdot \varepsilon}{\varepsilon} \frac{\partial C_{S,i}}{\partial t} = k_L a \cdot \left( C_{L,i} - \frac{C_{S,i}}{K_{eq,i}} \right)
\]
In these simulations, while \( k_{L,\text{sand}} \) and \( K_{\text{eq, sand}} \) (for \( z < 10 \text{ mm} \) and \( 515 \text{ mm} < z < 525 \text{ mm} \)) were set equal to zero, both \( K_{\text{eq,PC}} \) and \( k_{L,\text{resin}} \) (for \( 10 \text{ mm} < z < 515 \text{ mm} \)) were estimated by best-fit on the experimental PC concentrations following the Gauss-Newton method, and the resulting value of \( K_{\text{eq,PC}} \) was compared to that obtained from the corresponding PC isotherm. In the COD simulations, only \( K_{\text{eq,COD}} \) was estimated by best-fit on the experimental COD concentrations, whereas the \( k_{L,\text{resin}} \) best estimate obtained from the corresponding PC breakthrough test was used as an input value. For both sets of simulations, the quality of each best fit was evaluated by means of the correlation coefficient \( R^2 \), defined so as to allow the comparison of models with different numbers of parameters [51]:

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C_{\text{L,measured},j} - C_{\text{L,calculated},j})^2 \right)}{N - P - 1} \\
\frac{\left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C_{\text{L,measured},j} - \overline{C}_{\text{L,measured},j})^2 \right)}{N - 1}
\]

(6)

where \( N \) indicates the number of experimental data and \( P \) the number of parameters evaluated by best fit on the experimental data (1 or 2, depending on the set of simulations).

For each breakthrough test, the best-fitting simulation was utilized to estimate two types of parameters useful for the evaluation of the adsorption process performance: the PC and COD adsorption yields \( Y_{\text{ads,PC}} \) and \( Y_{\text{ads,COD}} \), and the resin utilization efficiency (or percent utilization) \( \eta_{\text{resin}} \), complementary to the length of unused bed [50]. Both types of parameters were evaluated relatively to the fraction of breakthrough curve comprised between \( C_{\text{PC,OUT}}/C_{\text{PC,IN}} = 0 \) and \( C_{\text{PC,OUT}}/C_{\text{PC,IN}} = 0.20 \), so as to obtain data representative of a hypothetical industrial process. The adsorption yields \( Y_{\text{ads,j}} \) were evaluated as \( m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}}/m_{i,\text{fed,20%}} \), where \( m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}} \) indicates the PC or COD mass adsorbed until the attainment of a 20\% outlet normalized PC concentration, and \( m_{i,\text{fed,20%}} \) indicates the corresponding PC or COD mass fed to the column. \( m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}} \) was estimated as:

\[
m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}} = m_{i,\text{fed,20%}} - m_{i,\text{out,20%}}
\]

(7)

where \( m_{i,\text{out,20%}} \) is the mass lost in the outlet up to the 20\% breakpoint. Eq. (7) neglects the liquid phase PC content at the 20\% breakthrough point, which is generally negligible and whose fate is determined by the process choices on how to move from the adsorption phase to the regeneration step. \( m_{i,\text{out,20%}} \) was calculated by integrating the breakthrough curve:

\[
m_{i,\text{out,20%}} = Q \cdot \int_{0}^{t_{20%}} C_{\text{L,OUT},i} \cdot dt
\]

(8)

A more compact expression for \( m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}} \) can be obtained combining Eqs. (7) and (8):

\[
m_{i,\text{sorbed,20%}} = Q \cdot \int_{0}^{t_{20%}} \left( C_{\text{L,IN},i} - C_{\text{L,OUT},i} \right) \cdot dt
\]

(9)

The integrals in Eqs. (8) and (9) were calculated by numerical integration of the best-fitting simulated outlet concentrations.

The resin utilization efficiency \( \eta_{\text{resin}} \) represents the fraction of adsorption bed capacity actually utilized. It was evaluated, only for PC adsorption, as:

\[
\eta_{\text{resin}} = \frac{m_{\text{PC,sorbed,20%}}}{m_{\text{PC,sorbed,sat}}}
\]

(10)

where \( m_{\text{PC,sorbed,sat}} \) indicates the PC mass theoretically adsorbed by the resin upon saturation of the sorption capacity. If the equilibrium constant is known, \( m_{\text{PC,sorbed,sat}} \) can be evaluated as \( K_{\text{eq,PC}} \cdot C_{\text{L,PC,IN}} \cdot m_{\text{resin}} \). Alternatively, by extrapolating the best fitting simulation, it can be estimated as \( Q \cdot \left( C_{\text{L,PC,IN}} \cdot t_{99.9\%} - \int_{0}^{t_{99.9\%}} C_{\text{L,PC,OUT}} dt \right) \), where \( t_{99.9\%} \) indicates the time theoretically corresponding to the attainment of an outlet PC concentration equal to 99.9\% of the inlet value.
2.8 Desorption-regeneration tests

To desorb and recover the PCs, at the end of each adsorption test acidified ethanol (0.5\% v/v HCl 0.1N) was fed from the bottom of the column with a Masterflex L/S 0.1 HP -1-100 RPM pump. The solvent flow rate was initially set to the OMW flow rate of the corresponding adsorption test. However, due to the increase in solvent viscosity associated to the increase in PC dissolved concentration, a gradual decrease in solvent flow rate was required in order to maintain the total pressure at the column inlet < 2 bars. Desorption was continued until the attainment of a PC concentration < 5\% of the average inlet concentration during the adsorption step. This criterion corresponded to a total desorption time equal to 5 HRTs. The desorbed extract was submitted to low-pressure distillation in a rotatory evaporator (LABOROTA 4002 Heidolph, Schwabach, Germany), in order to regenerate the solvent and recover the desorbed matter. Temperature was kept at 30°C with a Heizbad WB Heidolph thermostated bath (Schwabach, Germany), and vacuum (0.5 bar) was applied with a Vacuubrand diaphragm vacuum pump (Wertheim, Germany). Water at 5°C was used as coolant. Preliminary tests indicated that desorption with acidified ethanol is also an effective resin regeneration method. On the basis of the integral PC concentration measured in the ethanol collected from the column outlet, the desorption yield $Y_{des,PC}$ was evaluated as $m_{PC,\text{desorbed, total}} / m_{PC,\text{sorbed, total}}$.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Total phenols measurement: Foulin-Ciocalteu method versus HPLC method

The HPLC PC method was studied in order to develop a fast, precise and automatable analytical tool to assess the adsorption performances, whereas it was not meant as a substitute of the Foulin-Ciocalteu (FC) method for PC content assessment. Indeed, the HPLC method could in principle sum non-phenolic compounds to the actual PCs and/or fail to detect specific PCs. Both the traditional FC method and the proposed HPLC method treat the PC mixture as a pseudo component, expressing the total PC concentration as specific PC equivalent (gallic acid in the present work), thus avoiding the complexity of taking into account the contribution of each single compound. This approximation is less severe in the case of the FC method, which recognizes the chemical functionality by the selective colorimetric reaction. For that reason, some preliminary cross-checks between the two methods were carried out.

In the first place, the PC content in the studied Imperia 2012 OMW was measured using both methods (Table 3, 2nd column). As expected, the total PC concentrations measured with the two methods were not equal, and a 36\% lower value was observed with the HPLC method. In order to strengthen the comparison between the two methods, the same type of analysis was applied to a different OMW, characterized by a higher PC concentration and by a different PC composition (Gallipoli 2012 OMW, produced in the Apulia Region in Southern Italy). As shown in the 3rd column of Table 3, the agreement between the two methods is similar. On the other hand, the low relative errors associated to the HPLC method (equal to about 1/3 of the FC relative errors) indicate that the HPLC method is significantly more precise.

Finally, PC concentration in the samples taken at the column outlet during one of the breakthrough tests performed in this work (bt 2, conducted at 30°C and 1.44 m/h) was analyzed with both methods. This validation test was aimed at checking the capacity of the HPLC method to mimic the FC results in the characterization of the adsorption process. As different PCs are eluted at different breakthrough times, the outlet composition is continuously changing. Thus, this
test is far more severe than the simple comparison of total OMW PCs. The results are shown in Fig. 1 in terms of dimensionless outlet PC concentration versus dimensionless time, defined as time / HRT. The deviation between the two methods ranged between 0.4% and 17%, with an average value (10%) comparable to the relative analytical errors. The scrutiny of Fig. 1 confirms the higher precision of the HPLC method. On the basis of these results, the HPLC method was selected as the reference method for this study.

3.2 Polyphenol adsorption isotherms

The solid- and liquid-phase PC concentrations relative to the isotherms performed at 21°C and 30°C are shown in Fig. 2. The high 95% confidence intervals that characterize the right-hand part of the isotherm are due to the fact that the higher solid-phase concentrations, calculated with Eq. (1), result from the subtraction of aqueous-phase concentrations very close to each other. Despite the quite high data dispersion, the points seem to follow a slightly pronounced sigmoidal curve that might result from the competitive adsorption of multiple PCs, measured by the selected analytical method as a single equivalent compound. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 2, at both temperatures a linear interpolation – corresponding to the initial linear part of the Langmuir curve – resulted in acceptable $R^2$ values (0.93). Indeed, the almost linear behavior of these isotherms is reasonable considering that the resin adsorption capacity (370 mg/$g_{dry\,resin}$ referred to medium molecular weight compounds; Table 2) is almost 10 times higher than the maximum concentration of sorbed PCs attained in these tests (40 mg/$g_{dry\,resin}$). Thus, other types of interpolations were not taken into consideration. The best estimates of $K_{eq,PC}$ obtained from the isotherms of Fig. 2 (Table 4, last line) are in agreement with the results of Bertin at al. [6], who tested XAD16 on a different OMW. Although Bertin et al. [6] used both a Langmuir and a Freundlich isotherm, their experimental data correlate very well with a straight line corresponding to an equilibrium constant of $58\,L/kg_{dry\,resin}$ versus $42-73\,L/kg_{dry\,resin}$ in this study. Agalias et al. [32], who tested XAD 16 on a Greek OMW, performed isotherm tests only on a hydroxytirosol synthetic solution. They applied a Freundlich isotherm that at 20°C predicts a solid concentration in equilibrium with the maximum liquid concentration tested in our isotherms (0.6 g/L) of 1 mmol/g of hydroxytyrosol, versus 0.24 mmol/g of gallic acid equivalent in our 21°C isotherm. Other authors mostly worked with PCs from other sources (apple juice [33], blueberries [34], rice straw [37]) or with single phenols [35, 52], and tested different types of sorbents. They generally reported equilibrium data better described by Langmuir or Freundlich isotherms, but their data can not be compared with those of this study.

3.3 OMW pre-treatment

The suspended solid removal was equal to 91.5% after the initial centrifugation step (4000 rpm, 30 minutes), and to 98.5% after the entire pre-treatment sequence (centrifugation + 25 μm filtration + 11 μm filtration). Despite the high removal obtained with only centrifugation, preliminary breakthrough tests performed with centrifuged but unfiltered OMW led to a marked increase in pressure drop across the column (from 0.1 to 1 bar). Conversely, the complete pre-treatment allowed the operation of 36-hour breakthrough tests with modest pressure drop increases (from 0.1 to 0.3 bar), that were completely reversed during the subsequent desorption step. The PC removal associated to the complete pretreatment sequence resulted equal to 7-8%.
3.4 Column packing and fluid dynamics

The results of the packing quality evaluation relative to the two packing procedures illustrated in Section 2.5 are reported in Table 5. The packing procedure with water performed markedly better, with a 23-fold reduction in terms of \( HETP/d_p \) and an asymmetry factor significantly closer to 1. The latter procedure was thus utilized for the PC adsorption/desorption tests object of this work. The column was emptied and re-packed with fresh XAD16 resin after the first adsorption/desorption test and a fluid-dynamic test with NaCl as tracer was performed after each column packing, in order to evaluate the repeatability of two consecutive packings in terms of bulk density, resin porosity and resin longitudinal dispersivity. As a representative case, the experimental dimensionless NaCl concentration at the column exit and the corresponding best-fitting simulation performed with Eq. (3) with retardation factor \( \delta = 1 \) are shown in Fig. 3 for the fluid-dynamic test performed before breakthrough test n. 1. As shown in Table 4, the packing procedure with DI water was characterized by a high repeatability in terms of bulk density, resin porosity and resin longitudinal dispersivity, with variations in the 2-4% range. The Gauss-Newton algorithm for the evaluation of \( \alpha_{L,\text{resin}} \) converged after 10 iterations. As shown in Fig. 3, the 1-D fluid-dynamic model utilized to estimate \( \alpha_{L,\text{resin}} \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{resin}} \) (Eq. (3)) allowed the attainment of a very good fit of the experimental tracer concentrations \((R^2 = 0.9994)\), and was thus considered a suitable basis for the interpretation of the PC and COD concentrations with the 1-D transport model with adsorption described in Section 2.7.

3.5 Phenolic compounds and COD breakthrough tests

The normalized PC and COD concentrations obtained at the column outlet during breakthrough tests bt 1 \((21^\circ\text{C}, v_{\text{sup}} = 0.48 \text{ m/h})\) and bt 2 \((30^\circ\text{C}, v_{\text{sup}} = 1.44 \text{ m/h})\) are plotted in Figs. 4a and 4b versus dimensionless time, whereas the main process performances are reported in Table 4. Fig. 4 shows that the total COD elutes significantly faster than the PCs, indicating a high selectivity of the tested XAD16 resin towards PCs. Nevertheless, some non-phenolic compounds were adsorbed and therefore present in the product eventually recovered from the column, as shown in Fig. 4c and discussed further on in this Section.

As illustrated in Section 2.7, a first attempt to simulate the PC and COD experimental outlet concentrations was performed with Eq. (3) under the hypothesis of local equilibrium adsorption, and the equilibrium constants \( K_{eq,\text{PC,21}} \) and \( K_{eq,\text{COD,21}} \) (for bt 1) or \( K_{eq,\text{PC,30}} \) and \( K_{eq,\text{COD,30}} \) (for bt 2) were obtained by best fit on the corresponding experimental data. The equilibrium adsorption model led to best-fitting sigmoids definitely incompatible with the experimental data (Figs. 4a and 4b, dashed lines), suggesting that mass-transfer phenomena need to be considered in the process simulation.

The second set of simulations (Eqs. (4) and (5)) was conducted under the hypothesis of not negligible mass-transfer resistance and linear isotherm for both PCs and COD. As shown by the best-fitting PC and COD profiles reported in Fig. 4, this approach led for both groups of compounds to satisfactory simulations, with \( R^2 \) in the 0.95-0.99 range for PCs and 0.83-0.96 for COD.

The best fitting estimates of \( K_{eq,\text{PC}}, K_{eq,\text{COD}} \) and \( k_{\text{L,A}} \) are reported in Table 4. The Gauss-Newton method converged after 6-7 iterations, and provided 95% confidence intervals varying between 2% and 18% of the corresponding bet estimates. The low \( K_{eq,\text{COD}}/K_{eq,\text{PC}} \) ratio, equal to 0.11-0.13, confirms the quite high selectivity of the tested resin for PCs. For each studied temperature \((21 \text{ and } 30 \, ^\circ\text{C})\), the estimates of \( K_{eq,\text{PC}} \) obtained from the isotherm under the linear
approximation (Fig. 2) are significantly lower (28% and 51% decrease, respectively) than the corresponding estimates obtained by best-fit of the breakthrough test. To the best of our knowledge, no other works compared the \( K_{eq,PC} \) values obtained through an isotherm with those obtained by best-fit of breakthrough tests. Indeed, few works studied PC adsorption in continuous flow tests [32,33,35], but none of these evaluated \( K_{eq,PC} \) by calibrating a transport/adsorption model on the breakthrough data. The deviation between the isotherm and the breakthrough estimates of \( K_{eq,PC} \) could be tentatively ascribed to the simplifying approximation of treating all the PCs as a single pseudo-component. Indeed, under this hypothesis all the PCs are assumed to present a single breakthrough curve, whereas the observed experimental trends in the breakthrough tests result from the combination of different, and possibly competing, adsorption curves. This time-changing adsorption equilibrium is not present in the isotherm experiments, where all the PCs are at equilibrium contemporaneously in a static way. As for \( k_{L,A} \), the best fit values measured in this work (0.0008 and 0.0025 \( 1/s \), at \( v_{sup} \) equal to 0.48 and 1.44 m/h respectively) are in agreement with the value reported by Otero et al. [35] (0.0012 \( 1/s \), at a \( v_{sup} \) equal to 5.7 m/h) for the adsorption of phenol and 4-nitrophenol on a resin analogous to XAD16 (Sephabeads SP206, styrene/divinylbenzene).

The variations of both \( K_{eq,PC} \) with temperature and \( k_{L,A} \) with superficial velocity are in agreement with the theoretical predictions. Indeed, the 9°C temperature increase determined a 20-40% decrease of \( K_{eq,PC} \), depending on the estimation method considered (breakthrough test or isotherm). As for \( k_{L,A} \), the 3-fold increase in superficial velocity, and therefore in \( Re \) number, resulted in a \( k_{L,A} \) increase proportional to \( Re^{1.04} \), whereas the theoretical predictions available for our \( Re \) range (0.1-0.2) report a \( Re \) exponent equal to 0.33 [53].

The best-fitting PC and COD adsorption yields (\( Y_{ads,PC} \) and \( Y_{ads,COD} \)) and the resin utilization efficiency (\( \eta_{resin} \)) at the selected 20% breakpoint (Table 4). \( Y_{ads,PC} \) resulted close to 90%, independently of temperature and superficial velocity. From the same simulated data, the PC adsorption yield and the PC mass fraction in the adsorbed matter (phenolic COD / total COD) were evaluated against dimensionless time (Fig. 4c). The resulting plots show that, as the adsorption time (and therefore the breakthrough concentration) increases, the PC adsorption yield decreases but the selectivity in PCs against COD increases, and a purer product is thus obtained. Despite the good selectivity of the XAD16 resin for PCs, as a result of the low (phenolic COD / total COD) ratio typical of OMWs (0.07 for the studied OMW) even at very high dimensionless times the purity of the final product is low (< 30%). Notwithstanding this, the possible need of a further purification step depends on the specifications requested for the desorbed product. Indeed, preliminary evaluations of the antioxidant power of PC/COD mixtures obtained from Imperia OMWs and characterized by a 0.08-0.10 PC mass fraction resulted in a quite high antioxidant capacity (20-25 mM ascorbic acid equivalent). These mixtures might thus be utilized as antioxidant additives in specific applications.

3.6 Desorption-regeneration tests

The adsorbed matter (PCs and other COD) was desorbed from the resin and the column was regenerated by feeding acidified ethanol (0.5% v/v HCl 0.1N) according to the procedure described in Section 2.8. The dimensionless desorption curves are not shown because the ethanol flow rate was adjusted manually in order to maintain the total pressure at the column inlet < 2 bars. The PC desorption yield varied between 65% and 74% (Table 4), indicating that a further optimization of the desorption step is needed.
### 3.7 Pilot-plant model-based preliminary design

In order to identify the optimal column length for a potential scale-up of the process, the 1-D model of dispersion, convection and non-equilibrium adsorption and the best fitting estimates of $K_{eq,Ph}$, $K_{eq,COD}$ and $k_{Ld}$ obtained at 1.44 m/h and 30°C (Table 4, 3\textsuperscript{rd} column) were utilized for a preliminary analysis indicates that as $Y_{ads,PC}$ – and therefore the column length – increases, the gains associated to PC selling increase, but also the operational cost related to pressure drop and the column capital cost increase. Furthermore, an increase in column length leads to a higher resin utilization efficiency, and therefore to a lower yearly cost associated to the periodic resin replacement. Indeed, the duration of each adsorption step (or breakthrough time, $t_{bt}$) can be evaluated as:

$$t_{bt} = \frac{m_{PC,\text{sorbed,}bt}/Y_{ads,PC}}{m_{PC,\text{IN}}} = \frac{m_{PC,\text{sorbed,}sat/Y_{resin}}}{m_{PC,\text{IN}}} = \frac{K_{eq,PC} \rho_b S_t \cdot L \cdot C_{PC,\text{IN}} \cdot \eta_{resin}}{Q \cdot C_{PC,\text{IN}} / Y_{ads,PC}}$$

Thus, assuming that 2 columns work in parallel with adsorption and desorption cycles of equal length, the resin operational time $t_{resin}$ can be expressed as:

$$t_{resin} = 2 \cdot t_{bt} \cdot n_{cycles} = 2 \cdot n_{cycles} \cdot \frac{K_{eq,PC} \rho_b S_t \cdot L \cdot \eta_{resin}}{Q \cdot Y_{ads,PC}}$$

where $n_{cycles}$ – the number of adsorption and desorption cycles that can be performed with one resin load – is a crucial parameter to be evaluated for each resin. Eq. (12) is based on the assumption that $n_{cycles}$ does not depend on $\eta_{resin}$. Ultimately, the yearly cost for the periodic resin replacement is given by:

$$C_{resin} = \frac{m_{resin \cdot s_{resin}}}{t_{resin}} = \frac{2 \cdot \rho_b S_t L \cdot s_{resin}}{t_{resin}} = \frac{Q \cdot s_{resin} \cdot Y_{ads,PC}}{n_{cycles} \cdot K_{eq,PC} \cdot \eta_{resin}}$$

Therefore, the yearly resin cost is inversely proportional to the resin efficiency.

Although the exact identification of the optimal column length requires a quantitative evaluation of these aspects, the observation of Fig. 5 indicates that at lengths in the 2-4 m range the increase in adsorption yield is almost complete and the bed efficiency increases with a much lower slope. Thus, a column length of 2-4 m can be preliminary identified as the right one to further develop and optimize the process.

### 4. Conclusions

The continuous-flow PC adsorption, desorption and recovery process proved to be feasible, reliable and effective. Despite the high selectivity of the XAD16 resin for PCs, the PC purity in the finale product resulted < 30% as a result of the very low (phenolic COD / total COD) ratio of the tested OMW. The experimental work, conducted with a relatively shallow adsorption bed (0.53 m), led to the development of a reliable model of the process, based on the assumption of non-equilibrium adsorption and characterized by an overall mass transfer resistance. The model parameters were estimated with a high accuracy and fitting quality. The model was utilized to estimate the process performances and to perform a preliminary evaluation of the optimal column length for a pilot plant, to be utilized for a further process optimization and a more robust assessment of the process performances. Furthermore, an effective OMW pre-treatment was developed and an analytical HPLC method more precise and less time-consuming than the
traditional FC method was set up and validated. Overall, this study represents an important step towards the development, modeling and preliminary optimization of a continuous flow adsorption/desorption process aimed at OMW PC separation. Further research is needed to optimize the desorption step, to evaluate the number of adsorption/desorption cycles that can be performed with the same resin, and to perform an overall economic optimization of the process.
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**List of symbols**

- $A_s$: Asymmetry factor (-)
- $C_{Li}$: Liquid phase concentration of compound $i$ (mg/L)
- $C_{L,measured}$: Average liquid phase concentration measured during a given experiment (mg/L)
- $C_{L,PC,0}$: Initial and final (equilibrium) PC concentration in the liquid phase (OMW) during the isotherm tests (mgPC/L)
- $C_{resin}$: Yearly cost for the periodic resin replacement (€/y)
- $C_{Si}$: Solid phase (resin) concentration of compound $i$ (mg/g dry resin)
- $C_{S,PC,eq}$: Final (equilibrium) PC concentration in the solid phase (resin) during the isotherm tests (mgPC/g dry resin)
- $D_{eq}$: Equivalent diffusion coefficient, calculated as $\alpha_L \cdot v_{int}$
- $d_p$: Average size of the packing particles (m)
- $HETP$: Height equivalent to a theoretical plate, in the packed column (m)
- $HRT$: Hydraulic residence time in the column, calculated as $V_{resin} \cdot e_{resin}/Q + V_{sand} \cdot e_{sand}/Q$ (s)
- $K_{eq,i}$: Adsorption constant of compound $i$, defined as the slope of the linear portion of the isotherm ($L_pore \text{ volume} / kg_{dry \text{ resin}}$). A further subscript, if present, indicates the temperature.
- $k_L\alpha$: Mass transfer coefficient (1/s)
- $L$: Column length (m)
- $\dot{m}_{PC,IN}$: PC mass flow rate entering the column (mg/s)
- $m_{PC,sorbed,bt}$: PC mass adsorbed by the resin at time $t_{bt}$ (mg)
- $m_{PC,sorbed,sat}$: PC mass theoretically adsorbed by the resin upon saturation of the sorption capacity (mg)
- $m_S$: Mass of dry resin in the isotherm studies (g dry resin)
- $N$: Number of experimental data used to calculate each $R^2$ value (-)
\( n_{cycles} \) Number of adsorption and desorption cycles that can be performed with one resin load (-)

\( N_{tp} \) Number of theoretical plates in the column packing (-)

\( P \) Number of parameters estimated in each model calibration (-)

\( Q \) Volumetric flow rate through the column (m\(^3\)/s)

\( sc_{resin} \) Resin specific cost (€/kg)

\( S_t \) Column section (m\(^2\))

\( t_{bt} \) Breakthrough time (s)

\( t_R \) Retention time of the RTD curve, in the fluid-dynamic tests (s)

\( t_{resin} \) Resin operational time (s)

\( v_{sup} \) Superficial velocity (m/s)

\( v_{int} \) Interstitial velocity (m/s)

\( w_{1/2} \) Width of the RTD curve at half-height, in the fluid-dynamic tests (s)

\( Y_{ads,i} \) Adsorption yield of compound \( i \) in a breakthrough test, calculated as \( \frac{m_{i,sorbed,20%}}{m_{i,fed,20%}} \) (-)

\( \alpha_L \) Longitudinal dispersivity (m)

\( \delta_i \) Retardation factor \( \delta \), calculated as \( 1+K_{eq,i} \rho_b / \varepsilon \) (-)

\( \varepsilon \) Effective porosity (-)

\( \eta_{resin} \) Resin utilization efficiency, calculated as \( \frac{m_{PC,sorbed,20%}}{m_{PC,sorbed,sat}} \) (-)

\( \rho_b \) Resin bulk density (kg/ m\(^3\))
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Figures

Fig. 1. Dimensionless outlet PC concentration versus dimensionless time for breakthrough test bt 2 (30°C, \(v_{sup} = 1.44\) m/h): comparison between the HPLC method and the Foulin-Ciocalteu method.

Fig. 2. Solid- and liquid-phase PC concentrations relative to the isotherms performed at 21°C and 30°C, with best-fitting linear interpolations.
Fig. 3. Fluid-dynamic test performed before breakthrough test bt 1: experimental dimensionless NaCl concentration at the column exit and corresponding best-fitting simulation performed with Eq. (3).
Fig. 4. (a) Experimental and simulated outlet normalized COD and PC concentrations relative to adsorption test bt 1 (21°C, \( v_{sup} = 0.48 \text{ m/h} \)); (b) experimental and simulated outlet normalized COD and PC concentrations relative to adsorption test bt 2 (30°C, \( v_{sup} = 1.44 \text{ m/h} \)); (c) model-based evaluation of the PC adsorption yield and PC mass fraction in the adsorbate relative to test bt 2 (30°C, \( v_{sup} = 1.44 \text{ m/h} \)). The simulations based on the 1-D model with equilibrium adsorption (Eq. (3)) are reported with dashed lines, whereas those based on the 1-D model with non-equilibrium adsorption (Eqs. (4) and (5)) are reported with continuous lines.
Fig. 5. PC adsorption yield and resin utilization efficiency at a 20% breakthrough point evaluated for columns of different lengths, using the best-fitting parameters estimated at $T = 30^\circ C$ and $v_{sup} = 1.44$ m/h.
Table 1
Main characteristics of the tested “Imperia 2012” OMW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total PCs (g/L)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total solids (g/L)</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended solids (g/L)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved solids (g/L)</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD (g/L)</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total carbohydrates (g/L)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/L)</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Technical characteristics of adsorption resin Amberlite XAD 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>Macroreticular aliphatic crosslinked polymer (styrene / divinylbenzene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical form</td>
<td>White translucent beads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific density (kg/L)</td>
<td>1.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption capacity at saturation (mg/g&lt;sub&gt;dry resin&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area (m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;/g)</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (dry resin; L/L)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average particle size (dry resin; mm)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformity coefficient</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines content (mm)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.350: 2.0% max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse content (mm)</td>
<td>&gt; 1.18: 2.0% max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum reversible swelling</td>
<td>25% (on p-xylene via methanol)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Referred to medium molecular weight compounds
Table 3
PC concentrations measured in two distinct OMWs with the Foulin Ciocalteu colorimetric method and with the HPLC method: average values ± 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OMW type</th>
<th>Imperia 2012</th>
<th>Gallipoli 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foulin-Ciocalteu method (g/L)</td>
<td>1.96 ± 0.37</td>
<td>4.14 ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC method (g/L)</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.09</td>
<td>2.79 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation between the two methods</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Fluid-dynamic, adsorption and desorption performances relative to the two breakthrough tests and to the two isotherms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Bt 1 (21°C, 0.48 m/h)</th>
<th>Bt 2 (30°C, 1.44 m/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk density (ρ, kg\text{dry resin} /L)</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin longitudinal dispersivity (a_{L,\text{resin}}, m)</td>
<td>(4.1 ± 0.2) · 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(4.0 ± 0.2) · 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin porosity (ε_{\text{resin}}, -)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC adsorption yield (Y_{ads,PC}, -)^a</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COD adsorption yield (Y_{ads,COD}, -)^a</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin utilization efficiency (η_{\text{resin}}, -)^a</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC desorption yield (Y_{des,PC}, -)</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_{LA} (1/s)</td>
<td>(0.8 ± 0.1) · 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(2.5 ± 0.2) · 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{eq,COD}$ (L_{pore volume} / kg\text{dry resin})^b</td>
<td>11 ±1</td>
<td>11± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{eq,PC}$ (L_{pore volume} / kg\text{dry resin})^b</td>
<td>102 ± 16</td>
<td>85 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{eq,PC}$ (L_{pore volume} / kg\text{dry resin})^c</td>
<td>73 ± 12</td>
<td>42 ± 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Evaluated at a 20% PC outlet normalized concentration.

^b Evaluated by best-fit of the breakthrough tests.

^c Evaluated from the isotherms.
Table 5
Evaluation of the packing quality obtained with two distinct packing procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>First packing procedure (Acidified ethanol)</th>
<th>Second packing procedure (Demineralized water)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$HETP/d_p$</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_s$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>